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the final two minutes of regulation play was a jump by sakuragi. as he landed, he was not able to go back
up to get the ball, so he stopped with his hands on the ground. when he continued to lift his arms, the
replay cameras caught the outline of a ball, which he could see. this is when the crowd finally got the

excitement that they wanted. due to the increased pace in the game, sakuragi was not able to get the ball
back and it went through the basket to give shohoku a 62-52 lead. he then went to the other lane to get

the rebound, and shohoku's coach instructed him to put the ball in the basket from the center of the paint.
sakuragi went in, shohoku won the game 62-53, and it was also a record for the lowest margin of victory in
a win. not only did sakuragi have a magnificent performance, he also managed to win a record for himself

for scoring in his final 13 games. however, without yaguchi, shohoku can't get the push that they need
without sakuragi. the two boys were allowed to take some time off when shohoku returned to school, and
went to tokyo disneyland together. after shohoku lost to their arch-rivals, kita high, in the semifinals and

had to forfeit the game because of a rainstorm, the team decided that sakuragi would miss his next game
because of fatigue. (sakuragi is also the second boy, after yaguchi, to be forced out of the lineup. )

shohoku high school took the lead in the second half as they turned around to a 11-point lead at the
beginning of the third. mikio scored all 5 of his points during the third quarter to bring sannoh's lead down

to 29-35.
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